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WHAT’S
HAPPENING
this MONTH

WHAT’S NEW

Join us this month for some

LA RENARDIÈRE

of our exciting new events!
May 7th:

CHATEAU

LES DAMES DE

the
SPOTLIGHT

We are excited to announce
that we are now selling

Photography Exhibit
Feat. Edward Kemp
May 16th:

Kamalame Cay Lunch
May 28th:

A Night in Burgundy

Burgundy wine tasting
We look forward to seeing

you one or all of these fun
events in April!

our first Bordeaux wine:

Happy Cinco De Mayo Bahamas!

Chateau Les Dames de La

To celebrate Cinco de Mayo we are extending a special offer on all
of our tequilas and mezcals! Stop in to the store and pick up your
bottle of Tequila Ocho or Ilegal Mezcal!

Both of these spirits are 15% off from May 1 - May 8 !
st

th

Renardiere 2006.

Sumptuous, elegant, rich
and

perfectly

balanced

this red wine is everything

you want from Bordeaux.
Perfect with Red Meat or
Cheese! Suppy is limited!

Pick up your bottle from the
boutique now for $30.10!

SPIRITS
of
THE MONTH

SPIRITS
of
THE MONTH

~ DID YOU KNOW ~
Young’s Fine Wine Art Exhibit

Featuring Photographer Edward Kemp
May 7th, 2015

Tequila Ocho
One of the few tequilas
still made slowly in the

old fashioned way, Tequila

Ocho is a fine quality spirit
which

accentuates

that

which is exclusive to tequila,

Sandyport, Nassau, Bahamas

Edward will be showcasing works including a selection of
portraits, local imagery and also his photos from a recent

Lebanese documentary on the Palestinian refugee camps.
Wine and nibbles will be available!

the agave flavor. Ocho is
the first tequila to designate
both

the

year

it

was

produced and the precise

field from which the family

grown agaves were sourced.
Each batch comes from a
different field or rancho

contributing it’s distinctive
characteristics of that place.
Regular Price:

$43.00 - $129.00
This Month:

$36.55 - $109.65

Ilegal Mezcal

6pm to 8pm at Young’s Fine Wine,

Ilegal
is

Mezcal

produced

from

Anejo

wild

Espadin Agave and slowly
roasted over a speciallycrafted rock pit in order to

absorb rich flavors of earth
and wood smoke. The agave

ARE

YOU A MEMBER?

is then crushed, fermented

and distilled in small batches

Let Young’s bring the best of the vineyards to you with our
Champagne & Fine Wine club. Offering you hand picked
selections from top producers delivered to your door each month!

using traditional production

Choose from four different membership levels to give as a gift
to a loved one, a colleague or simply treat yourself ! You will also
receive exclusive discounts and special invitations to tastings and
events!

char French and American

methods.

Matured

thirteen months in medium
oak barrels.

Don’t miss out on this
delicious, smoky spirit!

info@youngsfinewine.com
2 4 2 . 6 01. 0 0 21
www.youngsf inewine.com

for

Regular Price:

$43.00 - $90.30
This Month:

$36.55 - $76.75

